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Editor
In this issue we cover topics regarding green-
walls and moss walls.  I have had some of my 
best experiences within the Interior Landscap-
ing industry building large green walls.  

If you are looking for a challenging project that 
will push you to your limits, the large-scale 
green wall and moss wall installations and 
maintenance will make you a better installer 
and tropical plant technician.  

A big thank you to Green Theory, we are very 
excited to have Green Theory be the Gold 
Sponsor for the Biophilic Design Awards!  Also 
another big thank you to all of the entrants.  
Thank you for supporting this program and I am 
looking forward to next months awards issue!  
It should be awesome!!

A follow up to last months announcement of 
the Plantscape Hall of Fame logo.  The Plants-
cape Hall of Fame’s logo consists of three 
leaves.  

This is a carry on from the new Internation-
al Plantscape Awards logo coming soon to 
I-Plants Magazine which consists of two leaves.
The far-right leaf represents when you start
your business, the second middle leaf is where
you have received an accolade for your amaz-
ing work.

The third leaf only available if you are selected 
into the Hall of Fame is representation of com-
pleting the last major career milestone.  

These logos represent the start, the career 
highs and the honor of being selected into the 
Plantscape Hall of Fame.

On the cover

A beautiful estates pool area in 
Palm Beach, Florida.

The right side has incorporated 
a GSky Versa XT green wall sys-
tem. This project consists of 
two walls side by side divided 
by a concrete column. Together 
they are 270 sq. ft. and consist 
of 600 1 gal. exterior landscape 
nursery pots.



By:Ian Drummond
Creative director at Indoor Garden Design and In-Tray Plants

ENVIRONMENT
As life opens up for us all, there remains uncertainty around how long social distancing will continue, and so for 
the foreseeable future at work or leisure, there is a requirement for safe spaces where we can enjoy our lives.   

ut how do we create an environ-
ment that feels stylish and natu-
ral, while still being safe?

 Living walls - a two-dimensional, 
vertical assembly of plants - provide a thrilling solu-
tion to so many design issues, particularly those 
that arise around social distancing. 

Appearing to be constructed entirely from plants, 
these walls create a sense of wellbeing because 
we, as human beings, feel better when we are close 
to nature.  Being around greenery and natural 
things makes us feel relaxed, and it’s good for 
our health in other ways.  Plants clean the air and 
research has repeatedly shown them to inspire 
creativity and positivity too.  We have all been sur-
rounded by so much that is unnatural and clinical, 
whereas plants and flowers are familiar and known.  
There is also a wildness to them, a freedom, a 
natural, ungoverned force that we respond to.  They 
create an emotional connection to happier times 
and this silent and powerful form of reassurance 
touches us at a fundamental level -  right now, we 
need this.

Mobility in living walls is another unique 
benefit. Whether they are used to 
divide seating or desk areas, dis-
guise something ugly, guide foot 
traffic, or simply as a structure 
of beauty, these walls create 
the most positive kind of 
moveable barrier.  Let’s not 
overlook the sound insulation 
benefits either – all those 
leaves nestling in invisible 
pockets of earth dampen noise.  
In restaurants and open-plan 
offices, this quality can be used to 
great advantage, controlling noise or 

even creating quiet areas of calm in which to cul-
tivate big ideas.  And because living walls can be 
freestanding, they offer much flexibility, because 
the structure doesn’t have to be permanently in 
one place.  It can be moved and adapted, quite 
literally, to move with the times. 

If a design is strictly temporary for a special 
event, then they really come into their own be-
cause rather than selecting plants for their resil-
ience, they can be chosen for their flamboyance, 
to colourful, spectacular effect.  Some of our 
most ambitious designs have been created for 
parties and events and their success is carried, 
rather than constricted, by their two-dimensional 
structure.  Sometimes scale is everything and a 
huge living wall is like a suspended wave – they 
are an out and out showstopper, yet very little flo-
orspace has been sacrificed.  As a lavish ‘step and 
repeat’ they can’t be bettered, because words, 
logos and images can all be incorporated into a 
design and the result is not only visually arresting, 
but clever and interesting.

At the other end of the maintenance scale, but 
with its own unique charm, is the wall of pre-

served moss.  For permanent structures, 
situated in places with negligible 

sources of light, they offer a stun-
ning alternative to living plants, 

while still creating a similar 
connection to the natural world 
and its associated good vibes.  
It doesn’t stop at preserved 
moss either, there are also 
everlasting ferns and other 

natural elements that combine 
to create a nuanced, textural 

beauty that is exquisite.  They 
offer so much and yet, aside from 

physical wear and tear caused by external 
damage, the maintenance they require is nil.

B

Creating Today’s Right
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Green walls containing living plants are 
structured in such a way that individual 
soil and watering requirements can be 
catered to, but nevertheless choose plant 
varieties that are known as much for their 
hardy resilience as they are for their good 
looks.  

There’s nothing worse than a wilting, 
sorry looking plant to ruin an otherwise 
perfect display.  The instinctive appeal of 
living walls lies in their sensory communi-
cation of abundance and life – and when 
we are close to them, we feel this and are 
enriched by it.

Top Tips for Living Walls:  

• Not all vertical walls have to contain 
mixed planting - deep green, velvet-like 
moss works spectacularly well on its 
own.

• Peace lilies are such brilliant 
all-rounders and can tolerate lower 
light and humidity levels - they work ex-
ceptionally well on a vertical wall where 
flowers are desired.

• Bi-coloured dracaenas, with their 
vivid variegations and strap-like leaves 
make a beautiful addition - just be 
careful not to overwater.

10 Making The New Normal Better!
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lot of us live in cities or towns 
where green space has been cur-
tailed in favour of sidewalks and 
freeways. There are more and 

more studies explaining how being near 
nature is good for our wellbeing and health, 
inside and out. Also, with greater urbanisa-
tion we see an increase in pollution! 

Sometimes it might not be possible to dig 
up the road and plant trees, but we have 
millions of square metres of walls (and 
roofs, which is another opportunity!)!

The Magic of the Green Wall.

Did you know there are already nearly 
1,200,000 square metres of living walls in 
US, Europe and Asia? Long gone are the 
days where the humble pot plant is the 
only option designers have for livening up 
an interior or the façade of a corporate 
headquarters! Now with better technology 
and improved containers there are more 
and easier options for people to create 
living walls.

Here are some benefits of having these 
gorgeous green living wallpapers in our 
cities, towns, workplaces and healthcare:

Reduces Air pollution 

This is an obvious one! Healthier people, 
makes for happier people. Roadside emis-
sions. 8 million deaths worldwide in 2018. 
Premature deaths associate with poor air 
quality. Plants, their roots and soil remove 
air pollutants.

Sound absorption 

Noise reduction/ improved acoustics… 
nuisance noise. Did you know the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) claims that 1 
million healthy years of life are lost every 
year as a result of nuisance noise causing 
psychological stress. It’s not just us, it’s 
our furry friends too, as urban wildlife 
also suffers! Plant foliage scatters higher 
frequency sounds.

Vertical Green 
Living Carpets

Temperature control

Buildings thermal efficiency – buildings 
are a major cause of global warming 
in the US for instance, 40% of total 
carbon emissions, 50% used for space 
heating and cooling…  solar reflection/
shading, latent heat evaporation, wind 
shelter = energy savings.  

Cities create little mini “Heat islands”, 
where the buildings reflect heat into 
the environment, causing the area to 
be warmer than the surrounding areas. 
Living Walls reduce this by 14% (if you 
combine with a green roof, you get a 
double whammy of 34%!)

Biodiversity 

If you plant a variety of species outside, 
you can get creative with your Living 
walls can mimic different biodiverse 
environments, shade, light, variety of 
species, seasonal planting encouraging 
pollinators, birds and little critters who 
will naturally eat any bugs too. There 
are companies who can advise on 
which plants are best, and who can also 
help you design them (and install them 
for you too!).

Stress Busting

With my Biophilic Design hat on, 
many readers will know that seeing 
and surrounding yourself with more 
greenery and natural elements relieves 
Psychosocial stress too. So aggression, 
crime rates all drop where there is more 
nature. Using biophilic design you can  
create a sense of place, where people 
love to hang out, helping them have a 
positive experience of a space rather 
than a stressful one.

Creativity 

Pull on your inner Monet! There are 
many plants which love a living wall, 
varying planting patterns, colours, 
textures and by arranging containers of 
all these plants, you can create an im-
pressionist mural! If you have a massive 

building to cover, chat to a structural 
engineer and maybe an artist, as 
collaborating with more people also 
benefits the community aspect and 
helps spread the positive word of 
your installation!

Get seasonal!

If you love planting, why not consid-
er a living wall you can switch up? 
Changing the colours, scents, struc-
tures of plants over the year. Plant 
for spring, summer and fall, and don’t 
forget the winter too, something that 
has dramatic colour or structure like 
a pyracantha (which will grow up the 
wall on its own thank you very much!) 
will flower and spark joy during the 
dark winter months is good for our 
wellbeing. Biophilic Design isn’t just 
for Spring or Summer!

How about Living food gardens?

Herbs, Tomatoes, lettuce, strawber-
ry, salads… and just think of all that 
colour! 

Attention Restoration Theory

So, here’ a tip. Consider different 
textures, colours, smells, shapes 
and sizes when you’re choosing your 
planting. And there’s a reason for 
this… You might have a look for the 
lovely, variegated red of a Heuchera, 
the various Philodendrons like the lit-
tle rampant Cordatum or the Split-leaf 
version which I love, or the tropical 
looking Congo Green (where you can 
imagine there’s a family of gorillas liv-
ing by the photocopiers), the Maranta 
Red or an Antherium to give colour 
and interest, shapes and structure. All 
these help with resetting our mindset 
according to what people say in the 
psychology business, the “Attention 
Restoration Theory”.

A

By Dr Vanessa Champion 

Editor Journal of Biophilic Design / The Space Doctors / www.journalofbiophilicdesign.com    www.thespacedoctors.com 
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By Nicolas Rousseau,  Owner & President -  ByNature

reserved moss is a 100% natural prod-
uct that has been sustainably harvest-
ed for the point of being preserved.  
Once harvested the moss undergoes a 
preserving process in which the moss 

is dried, and the water is replaced with glycerin 
and food colour to create the beautiful materials 
in which moss walls are made. Preserved mosses 
are natural plants that maintain their true-life soft 
texture, but require no watering, trimming, or light. 

Preserved Moss is an indoor-use product only and 
its softness may vary according to the relative 
humidity of the room. In addition, the moss is best 
kept away from prolonged direct sunlight as it may 
fade the colours of the moss. Moss walls are unique 
as not only are they beautiful pieces of maintenance 
free greenery, however they also feature significant 
acoustic properties which can be utilized on both 
ceilings and walls in your space.

Once preserved, skilled manufacturers use the raw 
material to create the beautiful, curated pieces you 
see throughout this article and in the moss world! 
You can choose from an always growing selection 
of over 7 different mosses that are available in a 
variety of colours. Mossart walls are available as 
single moss creations in one, two, or multiple differ-
ent colours. Designs can include logos, patterns or 
shapes to help display your aesthetic or branding. 
If you want to use the moss as a backdrop for a logo 
or icon, that is not an issue as signage companies 
can easily install logos on standoffs directly on your 
mossart wall after installation. 

Furthermore, you can also opt for a mixed moss wall 
which features a combination of various types of 

mosses to create a fully dynamic experience of differ-
ent greens, colours, shapes and textures.  The sky is 
the limit in terms of design possibilities, and in-house 
designers are always looking for new and creative ways 
to utilize this versatile material to create truly unique 
pieces.

Want a to add a little more to your moss wall?  On top 
of mosses, you can choose from a variety of preserved 
foliage, including but not limited to eucalyptus branch-
es, ferns and grass to add to your wall to give it some 
more shapes and textures.  

Preserved plants are grown and harvested for the 
purpose of being preserved and follow rigorous 
sustainability practices.  Similar to preserved moss-
es, preserved plants are 100% natural and are also 
preserved by replacing their water with glycerin and 
food colouring to maintain their textures and colours. 
Depending on the plants, preserved plants can last 
anywhere from 1-9+ years. Moss walls can showcase 
different amounts of coverage of preserved plants 
ranging from just accents on a wall to full coverage of 
dense plantings. There are always new combinations 
of plants that can be put together for a beautiful fresh 
and new look.

All moss and folia walls are custom made, cut to size 
so you know they will perfectly fit wherever you want 
them. The walls are manufactured on a variety of dif-
ferent backing options including Chloroplast, Plywood, 
and Flexi-Felt. When deciding on your moss wall it is 
always important to consider how you would like it to 
be presented in your space, and how you would like 
the edges to be finished.  All moss walls come with un-
finished edges that are suitable for placement next to 
perpendicular walls, a ceiling, or into a recessed space. 

P

Mossart Walls
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For any piece that will feature an exposed edge it can 
be finished with a mossart edge in which the edge is 
finished by being wrapping in additional moss. Alterna-
tively, all mossart pieces can be fully framed or finished 
with wood framing or an aluminum L-trim. Otherwise, if 
you already have a feature wall that just needs a touch 
of greenery, panels can also be cut to your exact shape 
to seamlessly integrate into your design.

Once you have your moss wall installation is simple! 
Mossart panels can be directly installed into any wall 
as they are light weight and weigh only between 1-2lbs 
per sqft. While folia panels are a little heavier, they 
still only weigh between 3-4lb per sqft, and are still a 
great light weight option for greenery in your space. 
Panels can be screwed or stapled directly into the wall, 
and due to moss’ and plants volumes and textures, the 
screws and staples are hidden for a perfect finish. Pan-
els are manufactured in sizes no larger than 3’x3’, so 
for larger walls, once installed, some touch ups will be 
required to hide any seems of where multiple panels 
meet.  Seams are easily hidden and blended into the 
wall by replacing some of the moss with new pieces 
that can be placed right on the seam.  Don’t worry, 
extra moss and plants are sent with every creation to 
ensure you have more than enough to do this perfectly, 
and to have a beautiful final piece. 

Have further questions about preserved moss, 
mossart walls or the ordering process, please 
contact Bynature by emailing Nicolas Rousseau at 
nicolas@bynaturedesign.ca. 

ByNature is a company that fosters wellness, 
happiness and health through greenery, aesthetic 
pleasure, and air purification. Nicolas is an expert 
in his field. Before founding ByNature, he gained a 
solid expertise through the completion of several 
projects involving the leading-edge Living Wall 
technology in Paris, France. 

Nicolas is an accomplished entrepreneur but also a 
researcher and a teacher at The Centre for Archi-
tectural Ecology at the British Columbia Institute 
of Technology (BCIT) in Vancouver (Canada). He de-
veloped the first living wall class in Canada in 2013 
and he has also been fortunate to not only work on 
a large diversity of projects but also to develop his 
own methodologies, used more frequently in Green 
Roof and Living Wall Ecology for assessing the plant 
viability. He is also the author of several scientific 
papers and the co-author of Advanced Green Roof 
Maintenance, which is widely used in the training of 
green roof design and maintenance professionals.
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Research and Competition Play Major
Roles in the Bumpy Journey of the
I-P Industry - History part 3

I
n the last issue, we saw a slew 
of health problems and a slew of 
regulations that inadvertently gave 
credence, to the health benefits of 

green plants. Plants were earning respect 
of health professionals as well as building 
planners.  

The public was sold and our industry began 
to grow in numbers of companies as well 
as the size of companies. Interior Plants-
caping was not quite an industry, however.  
To be a full, fledged industry there must 
be support businesses which help supply, 
stock, and outfit the fledgling.  

None the less, the plant industry began to 
take off in the early ‘80’s, with Sick Build-
ing Syndrome being the primary push for 
cleaner indoor air. 

Marketing logans such as “Back to Nature, 
addressed “stress in the workplace,” and 
“Bring the Outdoors, In,” provided some 
solutions for Sick Building Syndrome. 
Plantscapers wise enough to use these 
marketing gifts from science, benefitted 
enormously. 

Their companies grew along with the pub-
lic’s interest in Indoor Plants. Suppliers such 
as nursery products, grow pots, the intro-
duction of soilless mixes boosted the peat 
moss, vermiculite, and perlite consump-
tion, and major plant supplying nurseries 
cropped up in Florida, Hawaii, California, 
Canada, and in Europe.  Interior Plantscaping 
was a bona fide industry at last.

However, human nature sometimes makes 
us forgetful.  We follow our hearts to begin 
with, but then our intelligence gets in the 
way. To the homemaker, budget is everything.  
“Maybe I should spend less time and money 
on my house plants.”  Other priorities, such as 
maintaining two incomes, so homeownership 
can be realized, or the kids need their own 
cars, child care has gone through the roof, 
etc. left plants as a frivolity we can do without. 
REALLY?!

It was the same with CEO’s and business 
owners.  Budgets for certain priorities needed 
to be increased, while other lesser priori-
ties needed to be reduced.  The bottom line 
always takes the front seat.  On the other 
hand, need for office plants is of low priority. 
Plants seemed to be the first thing cut from 
the budget, when in fact, plants should be the 
last things to leave. The very reason plants are 
incorporated in indoor spaces is to give us a 
more healthful environment in which to work!  
Poor air quality?  Sick Building Syndrome?  

Not a problem any longer? DUH!! How quickly 
we forget!  

In the mid ‘80’s, a new competitor came to 
market, Silk Plants.  While on the one hand we 
were convinced that plants were the answer to 
our problems, budget constraints led to poor 
choices. Silk plant people were offering natural 
forms for the office and home, without the 
expense and bother of live plants.  They had a 
great marketing program, but never consid-
ered the other health benefits of live plants, 
benefits which silk plants could never provide. 

Silk plants indeed, off gas VOC’s.  Sure, they 
are natural forms but nothing would replace 
the benefits of the real thing.  

Budgets being tight, CEO’s opted for Silk, as 
the expense of maintenance was eliminat-
ed, as it was assumed. 

Plants sales again waned as absenteeism, 
once again grew.  Plus, the fake plants 
needed regular cleaning, which they did not 
receive!  Dirty, dust collectors which off 
gas toxins, made people sick!  

Itchy, watery eyes, skin irritations, coughs 
and the “sneezees” were back in force. “Hey, 
your silk plants are dying! Will we never 
learn?!”

The Interiorscape industry had to go 
through all of these challenges. It was a 
literal roller coaster ride. 

Article By: Carolyn Goodin, CLP 
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Research and Competition Play Major
Roles in the Bumpy Journey of the
I-P Industry - History part 3

Things were about to change again 
because, NASA, the National Aeronauti-
cal Space Administration, was trying to 
find ways to provide renewable oxygen in 
space stations.  These “Rocket Scientists” 
reasoned that since plants, through the 
process of photosynthesis, take in Carbon 
Dioxide, metabolize it and then give off life 
sustaining Oxygen and water vapor, plants 
were a no brainer a subject of study. Yes! 
GO NASA.

NASA, under the direction of Dr. B.C. Wolverton, 
a 20-year veteran Horticulturist, was conducting 
research on renewable sources of Oxygen for its 
Space Station Program.  At the same time, it was 
brought to their attention that the off gassing of 
VOC’s in indoor spaces was a serious problem.  
Thus, they combined their research with green 
plants to include the volatile organic compounds. 
What they discovered was to revolutionize the 
appreciation of the health benefits of the plant 
kingdom. In 1989 NASA released its first paper 
which scientifically proved that plants provide 
significant health benefits. Not only did they 
supply renewable sources of Oxygen, but they 
also acted like little vacuum cleaners!  Plants 
absorbed VOC’s out of the air, metabolized them 
into non-toxic nutrients which the plants, in turn 
used for growth!  In addition, NASA observed 
that plants pulled particulates out of the air, 
which settled on the leaves. (This little discovery 
tells Plantscapers that cleaning and dusting 
plants is a must during routine maintenance.)

As a Plantscaper of that time, I considered this 
the greatest marketing tool for the I-P industry, 
akin to the invention of sliced bread!  Those who 
took advantage of the NASA research were to 
see their businesses grow. Another plant boom 
was upon us. Not many of my colleagues were 
as excited about this research as I was.  It took 
some presentations, lectures and panel discus-
sions to warm them to the idea. 

The Plants For Clean Air Council, formed in 1963 
as a result of the Clean Air Act, began distrib-
uting information about the NASA study. The 

research disseminated and Indoor plants 
were again very popular.  Silk plants were rel-
egated to the darkest and most inconvenient 
locations, in terms of ease of maintenance.  
The Silk Plants Industry moved into florals 
where they still hold a place today. 

Those Interiorscapers who managed to in-
corporate living, florals were in high demand. 
As pretty as the silk flowers are, nothing 
replaces the real thing. Where live flowering 
plants cannot work, the silks are a wonderful 
substitute.  Everything in its place and a place 
for everything, is what I believe. 

Next time, we’ll delve into the NASA research 
and see which plants they chose as the 
winners.  

Until then, stay safe and stay PROFESSIONAL! 

20102010

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMzRUMmcsWo&t=7s
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At its Silicon Valley outpost, Microsoft 
is putting the park in office park

At Microsoft’s Silicon Valley office complex, 
each desk is no more than 25 feet from 
nature. Some employees might walk a few 
feet to step out a door into a courtyard; 
others might walk out onto a three-acre 
living roof planted with native flowers de-
signed to bring back butterflies and hum-
mingbirds that were once more commonly 
found in the area.

It’s one way that the campus—once a fairly 
typical set of corporate buildings in Moun-
tain View, California—has been redesigned 
both to be healthier for workers and better 
for the surrounding environment. “Every-
thing on the site is interconnected,” says 
Sam Nunes, a founding partner at WRNS 
Studio, the design firm that reimagined the 
offices. “People, water, energy, ecosystem, 
all of it comes together, and amplifies the 
most good for all of those considerations.”

The space is designed to have room for 
40% more employees—more than 2,000 
people—and to triple the amount of land-
scaping on the property, but use nearly 
60% less water. Rain falling on sidewalks 
or the plant-covered roof runs off to be 
stored in tanks for later use or is filtered 
through bioswales, plant-filled trenches 
that clean the water before it travels back 
to an adjacent creek. (The area near the 
creek has also been planted with oak trees 
and other native greenery.) Water used in 

sinks, showers, and toilets is treated for 
reuse. Right now, all of the reused water 
goes to non-potable uses like irrigation and 
flushing toilets, but the system is set up 
so that it could later be used if local laws 
eventually allow onsite treatment and reuse 
of water for drinking.

Two of the original buildings on the site 
were retained, but are now surrounded by a 
massive building made from cross-laminat-
ed timber. The wood came from diseased 
and dying trees in the Pacific Northwest 
that posed a fire hazard and that also need-
ed to be removed to help slow the spread of 
beetles that are decimating forests; using 
wood helped lower the carbon footprint of 
the construction.

Windows next to desks can be opened, 
unlike those in some older office buildings, 
both to save energy and so employees can 
be more comfortable; workers can also turn 
on ceiling fans. 

Thermal energy storage tanks in the park-
ing lot let the building pull electricity from 
the grid when demand is lowest in the early 
hours of the day, and then store it for later 
use at peak times. As with other Microsoft 
offices, the company pays to cover all of its 
electricity use with renewable energy; the 
company has also had on-site solar panels 
in Mountain View since 2006.

The biggest part of the office’s remaining 
emissions might be the way that people 
get to work: While the company is still 
encouraging remote work because of the 
pandemic, as people eventually return to 
the office, most will drive. That’s despite 
the fact that the heart of Silicon Valley is 
flat, as opposed to hilly San Francisco, 
and the weather is sunny the majority of 
the year, making it ideal for biking. A bike 
path runs by the creek next to Microsoft’s 
campus, but the challenge for many 
commuters is the rest of the car-centric 
region; six years ago, Google started 
advocating for a comprehensive network 
of bike lanes in the area to help lower its 
own carbon footprint.

The City of Mountain View also wants to 
increase bike commuting, though prog-
ress is slow. Microsoft’s renovated office 
has 70 electric car chargers, and room 
to add more, though if every employee 
arrives in an electric car, it won’t help 
the Bay Area’s traffic congestion. For 
Microsoft, and other large employers in 
the area, a better answer might be let-
ting more people work remotely perma-
nently—and putting more weight behind 
better bike infrastructure.

ADELE PETERS - https://www.fast-
company.com/user/adele-peters 

https://www.fastcompany.com/90632481/at-its-silicon-valley-outpost-microsoft-is-putting-the-park-in-office-park?partner=rss&utm_campaign=rss+fastcompany&utm_content=rss&utm_medium=feed&utm_source=rss


New this year! Moss Wall Workshop
With the steady increase in consumer interest and desire to reconnect with nature it is no wonder why the moss wall would be the number one go-to when 
designing space. With its ease of care and installation, down to the versatility in design, there is no easier way to accomplish the feeling of nature in our 
environment.

Join the ByNature and Planthropy teams for a hands-on workshop that will take you on the journey of the moss wall creation. A team of innovative experts 
and design rock stars will dive into every element from the concept, proposal, and completion stages of delivering that biophilic connection that your cus-
tomers love. You will leave with the confidence and guidance for incorporating the moss wall into your business plan as well as creating your very own piece 
to take with you.

Already a moss extraordinaire? This hands-on workshop will open your creative pathways while designing your own work of moss art in a peer creation 
format. You will be able to tap into your peers for design inspiration, tips, and much more.

You can find the full Interiorscape Program at Cultivate’21 here: 
https://cultivate21.mapyourshow.com/8_0/explore/session-tracks.cfm/#/show/cat-sessiontracks|Interior%20Plantscape 

Want to help move the Interior Plantscape Industry Forward? 
Join the AmericanHort Community Connector Group! Community connectors are the passionate representatives from the key industry segments that 
make up the green industry. They donate time, talent, and ideas to AmericanHort to help inform and guide everything we do so that we can best serve your 
evolving needs.

Community Connector groups meet monthly or quarterly to discuss key projects through in person meetings, conference calls, emails and other modes of 
communication this group provides insight and inspiration into addressing the needs of members. They are a sounding board for new ideas, help ensure 
relevancy in our offerings, serve as evangelists for our initiatives, and are valuable assets in connecting members and the association.

Interior Plantscape Community Connectors:
• Genevieve Reiner-Mills, Oakland Green Interiors

• Barbara Arnold, Franklin Park Conservatory

• Denise Godfrey, Olive Hill Greenhouses

• Peter Herrera, No Sweat! Waterproof Liners

• Bryan & Anna Johnston, Tri-State Foliage Inc

• Eric McKie, Green Oak Garden Center, LLC

• Jessica Pinette, Plantasia Interiors Inc.

• Nicolas Rousseau, ByNature

• Jodi Stumpf, Growing Green Inc.

• Allison Zeeb, Ball Seed Company

• Susie Raker-Zimmerman, Raker-Roberta’s Young Plants, Board Liaison

• Meagan Nace, AmericanHort, Staff LiaisonW

• Amanda Holton, AmericanHort, Staff Liaison

If you are interested in becoming involved or have ideas for upcoming educational                 
programming, please reach out to Meagan Nace at meagann@americanhort.org. 
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https://www.cultivateevent.org/registration
https://cultivate21.mapyourshow.com/8_0/explore/session-tracks.cfm/#/show/cat-sessiontracks|Interior%20Plantscape


September 1st at 2pm ET 

Session 1: Connect: Biophilia and Biophilic Design Theory

September 14th at 2pm ET

Session 2: Learn: Biophilic Design: Science & Economics 

September 28th at 2pm ET

Session 3: Practice: Biophilic Design Integration 

Save the Date! AmericanHort Mastery Series for 
Interior Plantscapers to launch this fall. 

Biophilic Design Mastery Series with Sonja Bochart

Biophilic Design fosters human-nature connection in the built environment, which is essen-
tial to support human physical and emotional health, creativity, healing and learning rates, 
productivity, and overall happiness. This engaging and informative new 3-part session, from 
an internationally recognized biophilic designer, will provide a comprehensive overview of:

• the history and value of biophilia for social and environmental health

• the 6-primary elements and over 70-patterns of biophilic design

• the science behind biophilic design – why it matters

• case study examples for all-building typologies (office, home, healthcare, schools, community)

• best practice for designing for human-nature connection

• proven methods to overcoming barriers to achieving optimal biophilic design integration. 
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This year’s Favourite Office Plant of the Year was decided by a panel of well known 
horticulturists and industry personnel. Unfortunately because of lockdown they 
couldn’t meet up to discuss the plants but all submitted their choices via email.

Top choice

Howea forsteriana aka the Kentia, a well known and easy to maintain palm gained the 
most votes from our panel of judges in the know, as the top houseplant for the office.

Its ease of care and its interesting, even exotic past - it was originally only found grow-
ing on Lord Howe Island off the coast of Australia, where they still hold control of seed 
distribution for this palm - has made it an all time UK favourite.

Judge Greg Redwood, Head of Head of Glasshouses, Nurseries & Display Horticul-
ture & Senior RHS Judge commented, “A classic and deservedly still popular after 
many years.  It thrives in bright conditions and its architectural form gives height and 
interest whilst still allowing light and views through, due to a relatively open habit for a 
large plant.”

Howea Forsteriana “Kentia Palm” named 
Favourite Office Plant of the Year!

A monster of a choice (Left)

Coming in second place is the Monkey Mask aka Monstera Adansonii, a small-
er relative of the more famous Monstera deliciosa, the Swiss Cheese Plant 
was voted into second place.

Gaining favourable comments from the judges: “These are (one of the best) 
selling (houseplants) at retail,” observed by judge Matthew Appleby, Editor of 
Horticulture Week.

“A lovely plant to add to any desk from an aesthetic point of view, this plant 
will offer joy to any work top or bookshelf and the round shapes will offer an 
interesting dimension to linear shapes associated with office spaces,” was 
judge Chanel de Kock of Flower Council of Holland’s comment.

Joint third place

Third place saw a joint win for the Epiphyllum Anguliger aka Fishbone cactus and Sansevieria cylindrica.

Judge & podcaster Jane Perrone commented on the Fishbone cactus: “This plant looks amazing, needs minimal care (mine does well in a self watering pot) and 
looks good anywhere.”

Greg Redwood agreed, “(The Fishbone’s) unusual appearance and quirky leaf shape have made this a very popular plant in modern interiors over recent years. The 
plant is tolerant of infrequent watering (in fact it much prefers to dry out between waterings) so can be safely left unwatered whilst people are away …”

Judge Joe Zazzera owner of Plant Solution Arizona and on the Board of Directors of Green Plants for Green Buildings commented on Sansevieria cylyndrica, “I 
really like the cylindrica for its high design, architectural look.”

“This is a very modern looking plant that can be used extensively in the interior,” commented Judge Elliott Bennett, the new editor of iPlants Magazine. “They do not 
require very much maintenance. The Cylindrica is a cool easy to care for option.”

The judging line up

Completing the line up of judges were Claudia de Yong, Garden Designer, Lisa Wilkinson and the team from Pro Landscaper, Michael Perry aka Mr Plant Geek and 
Rona Wheeldon of Flowerona.

We’d like to thank all of the judges for helping to find this year’s top houseplants for the office from a short list of nine including (in no particular order): Pilea Pepero-
mioides (Chinese money plant), Alocasia Zebrina, Ficus Lyrata, Spathiphyllum aka Peace Lily, Asplenium Antiquum aka Birds Nest Fern.

Visit our virtual Exam Room Installation at the Chelsea Fringe this week and learn more about all of these plants in individual daily videos showing on our YouTube 
channel after 11.00 a.m. each day.

Join us on social media every day this week to ask questions about these and other houseplants and their amazing unseen benefits for the office using the hashtags 
#plantsatworkweek and #ChelseaFringe.
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Help Ideas Grow with Houseplants on your Desk

Join plants@work members during the 9th annual National Plants at Work Week to visit our virtual classroom and to vote for your favourite office 
houseplant. Our Exam Room Installation opens its door as a part of the Chelsea Fringe between 17-23 May.

Step in, sit at the desks with the various houseplants; learn more every day about the featured houseplant. Ask questions or add your comments 
via plants@work’s social media – Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.

Plants@work Chair, Madeleine Evans commented, “Houseplants are our silent ‘besties’ as they have so many hidden benefits. They are loved by 
Millennials and Generation Z and praised by interior landscapers.”

“We’re not surprised that workers confined to home-working during lockdown found them great companions.”

Many businesses already know about houseplant benefits and now it seems the whole world is becoming familiar with their special powers. Of 
course they look great and can style a space well; used by professionals houseplants are more than just an add-on to the décor, they are an intrin-
sic part of the design.

Silent do-gooders

“Knowing that nature has a very positive effect on us, it’s no surprise that bringing a little of the outside inside is beneficial,” commented Ian 
Drummond of Indoor Garden Design who styled the outdoor classroom, “Houseplants really help to reduce our stress. According to scientists, just 
being able to see a plant has this amazing effect.”

“Plus they can help concentration and productivity as well as deflecting noise.”

 The nine houseplants taking part are:

1. Sansevieria Cylindrica  2.     Pilea Peperomioides 3. Howea forsteriana    4.     Monstera Adansonii (Monkey Mask)

5. Alocasia Zebrina      6.     Fiddle Leaf Fig      7.    Fishbone cactus   8.     Peace Lily   9.     Bird’s Nest Fern

Which houseplant is your favourite? Join plants@work celebrating houseplants aka, the green helpers, during this week and ask your own ques-
tions about houseplants on social media using the hashtags #plantsatworkweek #ChelseaFringe
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBOfGTz1Azc
http://www.cdplants.com/
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Greetings plant people and biophilic designers, 

This month we are sharing with you the results from 
the 2021 survey of global building owners and real 
estate investors who manage $5.75 Trillion 
(US dollars) of global real estate assets.

This survey indicates that 87% of those surveyed 
have experienced a demand for healthier buildings 
over the past 12 – 24 months, perhaps not surprising 
given the global COVID pandemic, and that 89% of 
them have plans to enhance their company’s health 
and wellness strategies. 

They report receiving a 4.4 to 7% increase in the rent 
rate per sq ft for their healthy buildings. This is an 
ROI statistic that everyone having conversations with 
building specifiers should keep handy and share. The 
source to cite is the Health and Real Estate Survey 
Results, Center for Active Design, 2021.

61% of the respondents are or will be using healthy 
building certification systems. The most favored cer-
tification programs are, in order of their use, GRESB, 
LEED, ENERGY STAR, Fitwel, and WELL Building Stan-
dard. Biophilic design, including indoor nature, is a 
component of most of these certification programs. 

Download the survey from the Center for Active 
Design (https://www.fitwel.org/new-investor-con-
sensus/) and you will receive an invitation to a free 
webinar discussion of the survey results on May 25.

Thanks to our Supporters, we’ve also curated a copy 
of the survey on GPGB.org, https://greenplantsfor-
greenbuildings.org/research. And download a copy 
of the infographic from https://greenplantsforgreen-
buildings.org/news/category/blog/.

The survey results are good news for all of us who 
spend over 90% of our time indoors, and especial-
ly for those of us working in the space where the 
wellness community intersects with the building 
community.

#StayPlanted and Be Well,

Mary Golden
Green Plants for Green Buildings 
Advocacy Incubator
maryg@gpgb.org

https://greenplantsforgreenbuildings.org/
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PRESS RELEASE 
May 12, 2021 

The National Interiorscape Network is proud to introduce our  

NEW WEBSITE: https://interiorscapenetwork.com/ 

 

The National Interiorscape Network (NIN) is excited to introduce its brand-new website.  
The site tells our story and outlines all the benefits that our plantscape industry peers 
enjoy by becoming NIN Partners.   

Our objectives are to provide resources, industry best practices, networking, confidential 
guidance and support to you and your teams.   

We are dedicated to helping independently owned businesses grow their revenues, 
improve their profits, increase their value, and reenergize owners and their key people! 

 

Check it out.  

https://interiorscapenetwork.com/interiorscape-partners/ 

 
For further information contact: 
 
 
Matt Nelson (773-766-5161) or mnelson@interiorscapenetwork.com 
 

https://interiorscapenetwork.com/
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